
[Verse 1] 
I am a poet  
But do I even really know it  
I’m strugglin’ to figure out how I can show it 
Nah  
That shit is bogus  
I spit raps like spells hollerin’ hocus pocus 
But I gotta focus  
I gotta find my sound 
Singing glitter in Winooski on the roundabout 
Trying to freestyle while I drive downtown 
Trying to impress my friends without looking like a clown 
Cause i'm no joke 
Writing is my burning passion 
Along with flirtin’ with girls and rocking the fashion 
Ah shit I hope colleges have compassion 
Cause when it comes to math and science i'm barely passing 
So I try to stick with what I think are my talents 
Mixing poetry and rap trying to find that balance 
I got the vibin’ sounds like aurora borealis 
This is lyrical expression I ain't trying to be callous 
But rapping bout your emotions takes some real courage  
Especially when you’re just trying to flourish 
One day i hope to make a name for myself 
I’ll always do it for the writing, don't care about my wealth 
Since forever people cared about god, gold, and glory 
Rappin bout bustin’ shots over territory  
But i'm just trying to tell my lyrical story 
Trying to prosper in peace, I’m not predatory 
 
[Hook] 
I am the realest me, that I can be 
I don't let anyone tell me differently 
You gotta be the best version of yourself 
You ain’t solely made by god, glory, and wealth 
I am the realest me, that I can be 
I don't let anyone tell me differently 
You gotta be the best version of yourself 
There is more to this life than god, glory, and wealth 



[Verse 2] 
We are the music makers and the dreamers of the dreams 
Generation Z we are the powerful teens 
Creative minds plus mighty machines 
We can influence the media through the touch of our screens 
So stand up and speak the truth 
Don’t be discouraged by being called the youth  
From rapping to fashion, you gotta show your passion  
Imagine their reaction when we take some action 
A brand new nation of innovative minds 
We’ll break down barriers, won't be dividing lines 
So as the children come together hand in hand 
Remember when the youth took a stand 
 
[Hook] 
I am the realest me, that I can be 
I don't let anyone tell me differently 
You gotta be the best version of yourself 
You ain’t solely made by god, glory, and wealth 
I am the realest me, that I can be 
I don't let anyone tell me differently 
You gotta be the best version of yourself 
There is more to this life than god, glory, and wealth 
 
[Verse 3] 
Ya we are, we are independent thinkers 
Can’t be told by others that we’re just ordinary niggas 
We can be on top, but we gotta prevail 
Just know that you learn everytime that you fail 
Just know that Rome wasn’t made in one day 
We have to work together to improve the USA 
We have to work together to lead the new frontier  
Gotta teach the youth to live with no fear 
There is power in your DNA 
So be yourself and you’ll be okay 
Believe in yourself and you’ll be even better 
Don’t get caught up in the god, the glory, and the cheddar 
As we move on we gotta leave solid foundations 
So success may occur in future generations 



[Hook] 
I am the realest me, that I can be 
I don't let anyone tell me differently 
You gotta be the best version of yourself 
You ain’t solely made by god, glory, and wealth 
I am the realest me, that I can be 
I don't let anyone tell me differently 
You gotta be the best version of yourself 
There is more to this life than god, glory, and wealth 


